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a b s t r a c t
A broadcast on a graph G is a function f : V → Z+ ∪ {0}. The broadcast number of G is the
minimum value of
∑
v∈V f (v) among all broadcasts f for which each vertex of G is within
distance f (v) from some vertex v with f (v) ≥ 1. This number is bounded above by the
radius and the domination number of G. We show that to characterize trees with equal
broadcast and domination numbers it is sufficient to characterize trees for which all three
of these parameters coincide.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A radio station wishes to broadcast from towers of varying capacity placed at several locations so that an entire region
hears the broadcast. We model this situation by a graph whose vertices are the sections of the region and where an edge
between two vertices indicates that these sections are within range of each other. The goal is to find a broadcast with the
lowest total cost that reaches the entire region. We need a few definitions to formalize this description.
A broadcast on a graph G is a function f : V (G)→ Z+ ∪{0}. A broadcast vertex is a vertex v for which f (v) ≥ 1. The set of
all broadcast vertices is denoted by V+f (G), or V
+
f when the graph under consideration is clear. A vertex u hears a broadcast
from v ∈ V+f , and v broadcasts to u, if the distance between u and v is at most f (v) (possibly u = v).
A broadcast f is a dominating broadcast if every vertex hears at least one broadcast. The cost of a broadcast f is defined
as σ(f ) = ∑v∈V (G) f (v), and the broadcast number of G is γb(G) = min{σ(f ) : f is a dominating broadcast of G}. If f is a
dominating broadcast such that f (v) = 1 for each v ∈ V+f , then V+f is a dominating set of G, and the minimum cost of such
a broadcast is the usual domination number γ (G).
The eccentricity of a vertex v of a graph G is e(v) = max{d(u, v) : u ∈ V (G)}. The radius and diameter of G are defined
as rad G = min{e(v) : v ∈ V (G)} and diam G = max{e(v) : v ∈ V (G)}, respectively. Erwin [6,7] was the first to consider
the broadcast domination problem, and to observe the trivial bound γb(G) ≤ min{rad G, γ (G)} for any graph G. This bound
immediately suggests the following questions:
For which graphs G is γb(G) = rad G? For which graphs is γb(G) = γ (G)?.
Graphs for which γb(G) = rad G are called radial graphs. The problem of characterizing radial trees was first addressed
by Dunbar, Erwin, Haynes, Hedetniemi and Hedetniemi in [4] and also studied in [5,14]. It was solved by Herke and
Mynhardt [11] (see Theorem 2.1), who also showed that a tree T can be split into radial subtrees by deleting edges on a
diametrical path of T .
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Fig. 1. A tree with split-sets {uv} and {xy}.
Here we consider the second of the two questions for trees. Heggernes and Lokshtanov [9] showed that minimum
broadcast domination is solvable in polynomial time for any graph, while computing the domination number is NP-hard
in general. Both the domination and broadcast numbers of a tree can be determined in linear time (see [2,3], respectively),
but knowing that γ (T ) = γb(T ) for some tree T (or for finitely many given trees) does not adequately reveal the properties
of this class of trees, which merits investigation in its own right. Seager [14] initiated this investigation and characterized
caterpillars with γ = γb.
We denote the class of all trees with equal broadcast and domination numbers by T and let Tk = {T ∈ T : γ (T ) =
γb(T ) = k}. We show in Section 4 that a tree belongs to T if and only if it can be split in the above-mentioned way into
radial subtrees, each of which is in T . This result implies that to characterize T it is sufficient to study radial trees in T , that
is, trees T such that γb(T ) = γ (T ) = rad T .
Section 2 contains additional definitions and previous results required further on. In Section 3 we introduce the tools we
use to simplify both the problem and our exposition. The proof of the main theorem in Section 4 requires a lemma, whose
long and technical proof involves several other lemmas, all of which are stated and proved in Section 5. We conclude with
a list of open problems in Section 6.
2. Definitions and background
For undefined concepts see [1,8]. A dominating broadcast f of a graph G for which σ(f ) = γb(G) is called a γb-broadcast,
and a dominating set D such that |D| = γ (G) is called a γ -set. For A ⊆ V (G), if D dominates A, we write D ≻ A; if A = {a}
we write D ≻ a and if A = V (G)we write D ≻ G. The open neighbourhood N(v) of v ∈ V (G) is the set of vertices adjacent to
v, the closed neighbourhood of v is N[v] = N(v) ∪ {v}, and the closed neighbourhood of A ⊆ V (G) isv∈A N[v]. For v ∈ D,
the private neighbourhood of v relative to D, denoted by pn(v,D), is the set N[v] − N[D − {v}]. Define the subset D∗ of a
dominating set D by
D∗ = {v ∈ D : pn(v,D) = {v}}. (1)
A diametrical path (abbreviated d-path) of a tree T is a path of length diam T . A central vertex of a graph G is a vertex
v such that e(v) = rad G. A tree is either central or bicentral, depending on whether it has one or two (adjacent) central
vertices; any d-path of a tree contains its centre, the set of all central vertices. A support vertex of a tree is a vertex adjacent
to a leaf.
A setM of edges of a d-path P is a split-P set if, for each component T ′ of T −M , the path P ∩ T ′ is a d-path of T ′ of even
positive length. A split-set of T is a split-P set for some d-path P of T , and amaximum split-set of T is a split-set of maximum
cardinality. For example, the sets {uv} and {xy} are maximum split-P sets of the tree in Fig. 1, where P is the path of black
vertices. Radial trees are characterized as follows.
Theorem 2.1 ([10,11]). A tree T is radial if and only if it has no nonempty split-set.
An efficient broadcast f is a broadcast in which each vertex is dominated by exactly one vertex of V+f . A vertex v is
overdominated if f (u)− d(u, v) > 0 for some u ∈ V+f . Most graphs do not have efficient dominating sets, and any efficient
dominating set is a minimum dominating set. The situation with broadcasts is different: every graph G has an efficient
broadcast — simply broadcast from a central vertex with cost rad G. An efficient broadcast f of a tree T is very efficient if all
broadcast vertices lie on the same d-path P and, unless T is a bicentral radial tree, neither endvertex of P is overdominated.
Any tree has at least one very efficient γb-broadcast.
Theorem 2.2 ([10,11]). A γb-broadcast of a tree is very efficient if and only if it is a γb-broadcast with the minimum number of
broadcast vertices.
Corollary 2.3 ([10,11]). For any very efficient γb-broadcast f of a tree T , every d-path of T contains all broadcast vertices of f .
Corollary 2.4 ([10,11]). For any tree T , let f be a very efficient γb-broadcast with α broadcast vertices, M a maximum split-set
of cardinality m ≥ 0, and T1, . . . , Tm+1 the components of T −M. Then α = m+ 1,
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Fig. 2. T and both components of T − e2 are in T , but T1 ∉ T .
and either
• T is a bicentral, radial tree, or
• each Ti is a central, radial tree whose centre is a broadcast vertex of f .
The γb-broadcasts considered in this paper are generally very efficient γb-broadcasts, and so their broadcast vertices lie
on the intersection of all d-paths of T .
The investigation of the class T would be narrowed down considerably if we could focus on studying only radial trees in
T . So, given T ∈ T , is it possible to split T into radial subtrees, all of which are in T ? The tree T in Fig. 2 has two maximum
split-sets {e1} and {e2}. The component T1 of T−e1 is not in T , but both components of T−e2 are in T . Most of the remainder
of the paper is devoted to showing that every tree inT has amaximumsplit-setM such that all components of T−M are inT .
3. Shadow trees and isosceles right triangles
In this sectionwe show that we only need to consider certain types of trees, called shadow trees, when studying the class
T . A shadow tree consists of a d-path P with other paths, called boughs, attached to vertices of P . We use isosceles right
triangles to describe the positions of the boughs on P and show that the actual lengths of the boughs are not important, only
their congruence classes modulo 3 and the distances between the vertices of attachment on P .
3.1. Shadow trees
The concept of shadow trees of a given tree, which was introduced in [11], is relevant to the study of the class T .
Let P = v1, . . . , vρ be a d-path of the tree T . For each i, let Ai be the set of all vertices of T that are connected to vi by a
(possibly trivial) path that is internally disjoint from P . Let Bi be a longest path in T [Ai] that has initial vertex vi. The shadow
tree of T with respect to P , denoted by ST ,P , is the subtree of T induced by
ρ
i=1 V (Bi).
A tree T with d-path P joining vertices v1 and vρ is depicted in Fig. 3, which also illustrates the vertices that are removed
to construct the shadow tree ST ,P . The path Bi is called a bough of ST ,P at vi. If T = ST ,P , we also call T a shadow tree; any
shadow tree is the shadow tree of infinitely many trees. Note that if P and P ′ are different d-paths of T , then it is possible
that ST ,P  ST ,P ′ . If the d-path P is understood or irrelevant, we abbreviate ST ,P to ST . The next result is immediate from the
construction of ST ,P .
Proposition 3.1. Let ST ,P be a shadow tree of T . Then
(i) diam ST ,P = diam T ,
(ii) ∆(ST ,P) ≤ 3, and degST ,P u = 3 if and only if u ∈ V (P) and degT u ≥ 3.
Herke and Mynhardt [11] demonstrated the relevance of shadow trees to the study of broadcast domination.
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Fig. 3. Shadow tree construction.
Theorem 3.2 ([11]). For any shadow tree ST of T , γb(ST ) = γb(T ).
The following results show that shadow trees are of interest in the study of the class T . They are simple consequences
of Theorem 3.2; we only prove the first.
Corollary 3.3. (i) If T ∈ Tk, then γ (T ) = γ (ST ).
(ii) If T ∈ Tk, then ST ∈ Tk.
(iii) If ST ∈ Tk and γ (T ) = k, then T ∈ Tk.
Proof. (i) Suppose that γb(T ) = γ (T ) = k. By Theorem 3.2, γb(ST ) = k and so γ (ST ) ≥ k. However, ST is a subtree of T ,
hence γ (ST ) ≤ γ (T ) = k. 
The relatively simple structure of shadow trees suggests the following approach to the study of the sets Tk.
Step 1 Find subsets of Tk containing only shadow trees.
Step 2 If T is a shadow tree in Tk, use Corollary 3.3(iii) to find all trees in Tk that have T as shadow tree.
In order to perform Step 2 we need to know the conditions under which the domination number of a graph remains
unchanged when one of its vertices is joined to the centre of a nontrivial star.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be the graph formed from the graph H by joining a vertex u of H to a central vertex w of K1,t , t ≥ 1. Then
γ (G) = γ (H) if and only if for each γ -set D of G that containsw, X = (D− {w}) ∪ {u} is a γ -set of H with u ∈ X∗ (see (1)).
Proof. Suppose γ (G) = γ (H) and D is a γ -set of G that containsw. Then
D− {w} ≻ H − {u}. (2)
If D − {w} ≻ u, then D − {w} ≻ H and γ (H) < |D| = γ (G), a contradiction. Hence D − {w} does not dominate u. In
particular, u ∉ D− {w}. It follows that X = (D− {w}) ∪ {u} dominates H , has cardinality |D|, and hence is a γ -set of H . In
addition, (2) implies that u ∈ X∗.
The proof of the converse is simple and hence omitted. 
We use Lemma 3.4 to determine a condition for a tree T and a subtree T ′ to have equal domination numbers. Let
W1, . . . ,Wt be the components of T − E(T ′). For i = 1, . . . , t , let ui be the unique vertex of V (T ′) ∩ V (Wi). We call ui
the hinge ofWi and also say thatWi is hinged at ui. Let U1 (respectively U2) be the set of hinges of nontrivial subtreesWi that
are stars hinged at a central vertex (respectively at a leaf that is not also a central vertex). Note that U1 ∩ U2 = ∅. We use
this notation in the following result.
Proposition 3.5. Let T ′ be a subtree of the tree T . Then γ (T ) = γ (T ′) if and only if
(i) each nontrivial subtree Wi is either a star hinged at its centre or a star hinged at a leaf, and
(ii) T ′ has a γ -set D with U1 ⊆ D and U2 ⊆ D∗.
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Fig. 4. The triangles of a shadow tree.
Proof. If (i) and (ii) hold, then clearly γ (T ) = γ (T ′). For the converse, suppose γ (T ) = γ (T ′), and first suppose that (i) does
not hold. Then someWi contains a copy of P4 that includes the hinge ui. Let Y be the subtree of T − E(Wi) that contains ui.
Since γ (P4) = 2, γ (T ′) ≤ γ (Y ) < γ (T ), a contradiction. Hence (i) holds.
Label the subtreesW1, . . . ,Wt so that U2 = {u1, . . . , um}; i.e., for i = 1, . . . ,m,Wi is a star of order at least three, hinged
at the leaf ui and centred at (say) wi, and for i = m + 1, . . . , t , Wi is a star hinged at its centre ui. Let Xi = V (Wi) − {ui},
i = 1, . . . ,m, and R =ti=m+1(V (Wi)−{ui}); note that R consists of leaves of T . Without loss of generality, let D0 be a γ -set
of T that contains no leaves of T . Then wi ∈ D0, i = 1, . . . ,m, and U1 ⊆ D0. Since γ (T ) = γ (T ′), any subtree Z of T that is
also a supertree of T ′ satisfies
γ (T ) = γ (Z) = γ (T ′). (3)
Applying (3) with Z = T − R, we deduce that D0 is also a γ -set of T − R. Statement (3) is also used below in combination
with repeated applications of Lemma 3.4.
We first apply Lemma 3.4 with G = T − R, H = T − (R ∪ X1), D = D0, and conclude that T − (R ∪ X1) has the γ -set
D1 = (D0 − {w1})∪ {u1} such that U1 ∪ {w2, . . . , wm} ⊆ D1 and u1 ∈ D∗1 . Next we apply Lemma 3.4 with G = T − (R∪ X1),
H = T − (R∪ X1 ∪ X2), D = D1, and conclude that T − (R∪ X1 ∪ X2) has the γ -set D2 = (D0−{w1, w2})∪ {u1, u2} such that
U1 ∪ {w3, . . . , wm} ⊆ D2 and {u1, u2} ⊆ D∗2 . We continue this process and finally conclude that T ′ = T −

R ∪mi=1 Xi has
the γ -set Dm = (D0 − {w1, . . . , wm}) ∪ U2 such that U1 ⊆ Dm and U2 ⊆ D∗m. Hence (ii) also holds and we are done. 
3.2. Isosceles right triangles
Let T be a shadow tree with d-path P = v1, . . . , vρ . Draw T in the positive X–Y plane with P on the X-axis, v1 at the
origin, each edge of unit length, and each edge not on P parallel to the Y -axis. We henceforth assume that all shadow trees
are drawn as described above.
Let H(t) be the tree obtained from K1,3 by subdividing each edge t − 1 times. If H(t) is a subtree of T , then the leaves
of H(t) lie at the (geometric) vertices of an isosceles right triangle∆whose hypotenuse lies on P and has length 2t; we say
that∆ has radius t . We use this observation below to better describe the positions of the boughs of T .
The vertices of the bough Bi of length t that begins at the vertex vi are labelled vi, ui,1, . . . , ui,t . If t ≥ 1, we place an
isosceles right triangle∆ of radius t with its hypotenuse on P , centred at vi, with Bi on the median and ui,t at the apex of∆
(see Fig. 4). We say that the vertices vi−t , . . . , vi+t , ui,1, . . . , ui,t are vertices of ∆, and that ∆ is a triangle of T . Intersecting
triangles have at least one vertex of P in common. An edge vivi+1 of P is free if it does not lie on a triangle of T ; in this case
deg vi, deg vi+1 ≤ 2. Note that all split-edges of T are free, but not all free edges are split-edges. Also, vivi+1 is free if and
only if v1, . . . , vi and vi+1, . . . , vρ are d-paths of the two subtrees of T − vivi+1. But this latter property holds for T if and
only if it holds for any tree T ′ such that ST ′,P = T , and so, in general, we say that vivi+1 is a free edge of T ′ if it is a free edge
of ST ′,P .
Consider a sequence σ of intersecting triangles. If vi is the leftmost vertex of the first triangle and vj is the rightmost
vertex of the last triangle of σ , we say that σ begins at vi and ends at vj. A sequence σ of intersecting triangles is a maximal
sequence of intersecting triangles if each triangle of T not in σ has no vertices in commonwith any triangle in σ . The sequence
B, C,D in Fig. 4 is a maximal sequence of intersecting triangles. If a maximal sequence σ of intersecting triangles begins (or
ends) at vi, then deg vi ≤ 2, and if deg vi = 2, then σ is preceded (or succeeded) by a free edge.
4. Radial components of trees in T
In this section we prove our main result, namely that any nonradial tree T ∈ T can be split into central, radial subtrees,
each of which is in T , by deleting edges on a d-path of T . This result shows that we only need to study radial trees in T in
order to characterize T . More precisely, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. A tree T ∈ T if and only if it has a maximum split-set M such that Ti ∈ T for each component Ti of T −M.
For any nonradial tree T , d-path P = v1, . . . , vρ , and maximum split-P set M of T with |M| = m − 1, the components
T1, . . . , Tm of T−M are central, radial trees.We denote the path Pi = P∩Ti by vi,1, . . . , vi,ti , i = 1, . . . ,m. For any dominating
set X of T we define Xi = X ∩ V (Ti). Note that Xi dominates all of Ti except possibly vi,1 and vi,ti , which could be dominated
by vi−1,ti−1 and vi+1,1, respectively.
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We need the following lemma, whose proof is rather long and technical and thus deferred to Section 5.
Lemma 4.2. Let T be a nonradial tree with d-path P, and let M be amaximum split-set and X a γ -set such that X∩V (P) contains
as few leaves of the radial components T1, . . . , Tm of T −M as possible.
(i) For each i = 1, . . . ,m, γ (Ti)− 2 ≤ |Xi| ≤ γ (Ti)+ 1.
(ii) If Xi dominates Ti and |Xi| = γb(Ti), then {vi,1, vi,ti} ∩ Xi = ∅.
(iii) If |Xi| < γb(Ti), then |Xi| = γb(Ti)− 1 and Xi dominates neither vi,1 nor vi,ti .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The theorem obviously holds if T is radial, so assume otherwise. Suppose T has amaximum split-set
M such that Ti ∈ T for each i. By Corollary 2.4,∑mi=1 γb(Ti) = γb(T ) ≤ γ (T ) ≤ ∑mi=1 γ (Ti) = ∑mi=1 γb(Ti) and the result
follows.
Conversely, suppose T ∈ T , let P be a d-path of T , and letM ≠ ∅ be amaximum split-set and X a γ -set such that X∩V (P)
contains as few leaves of T1, . . . , Tm as possible. We show that Xi dominates Ti for each i, so that |Xi| ≥ γ (Ti) ≥ γb(Ti). Since
m−
i=1




the result will follow.
Suppose Xk does not dominate Tk for some k; assume without loss of generality that Xk does not dominate vk,tk . Then
vk+1,1 ∈ X . Let j ≥ k + 1 be the smallest integer such that vj+1,1 ∉ X (possibly, j = m). Then vj,1 ∈ X and Xj ≻ Tj, so by
Lemma 4.2(ii), |Xj| ≥ γb(Tj)+ 1.
By (4), there exists an integer i such that |Xi| < γb(Ti). Assume without loss of generality that i = k and that k is the
smallest integer such that |Xk| < γb(Tk). By Lemma 4.2(iii), |Xk| = γb(Tk) − 1 and Xk does not dominate vk,1, vk,tk ; hence{vk−1,tk−1 , vk+1,1} ⊆ X . Similar to j, there exists an integer j′ < k such that |Xj′ | ≥ γb(Tj′) + 1. Now |Xk| = γb(Tk) − 1,|Xj| ≥ γb(Tj) + 1 and |Xj′ | ≥ γb(Tj′) + 1, so by (4) there exists ℓ ≠ k such that |Xℓ| < γb(Tℓ). By the choice of k, ℓ > k;
assume that ℓ is the smallest integer greater than kwith this property. By Lemma 4.2(iii), |Xℓ| = γb(Tℓ)− 1 and Xℓ does not
dominate vℓ,1, vℓ,tℓ . Therefore vℓ+1,1 ∈ X to dominate vℓ,tℓ . By the choice of j, ℓ > j. Let p ≥ ℓ + 1 be the smallest integer
such that vp+1,1 ∉ X (possibly, p = m). Then vp,1 ∈ X and Xp ≻ Tp, so by Lemma 4.2(ii), |Xp| ≥ γb(Tp)+ 1.
Now on the one hand, |Xk| = γb(Tk)−1 and |Xℓ| = γb(Tℓ)−1, and on the other hand, |Xj| ≥ γb(Tj)+1, |Xj′ | ≥ γb(Tj′)+1
and |Xp| ≥ γb(Tp) + 1. By (4) there therefore exists ℓ′ ∉ {k, ℓ} such that |Xℓ′ | < γb(Tℓ′) and thus (by Lemma 4.2(iii))
|Xℓ′ | = γb(Tℓ′) − 1. By the choice of ℓ and p, ℓ′ > p > ℓ. We may repeat the above procedure and find an integer q with
q > ℓ′ such that |Xq| ≥ γb(Tq) + 1. Thus this process continues indefinitely, contradicting the finiteness of T . Hence Xi
dominates Ti for each i as required. 
5. Proof of Lemma 4.2 and other lemmas
In order to prove Lemma 4.2, we need additional definitions and lemmas, which are given in the next subsection.
5.1. Properties of radial shadow trees in T
We now consider radial shadow trees T ∈ Tr with γ (T ) = γb(T ) = rad T = r and diam T = ρ − 1, where ρ = 2r or
2r + 1. Consider a d-path P = v1, . . . , vρ and a γ -set D of T . We may assume without loss of generality that D contains the
support vertex ui,t−1 of the bough Bi = vi, ui,1, . . . , ui,t , and then precisely every third vertex along the bough. A γ -set with
this property is called a natural γ -set of T . Unless stated otherwise we take this information for granted in this subsection
and do not repeat it each time.
The following lemma is stated for referencing; its proof is elementary and omitted.
Lemma 5.1. Let ∆ be a triangle of radius t centred at vi and let U be the set of vertices on the median of ∆ that do not lie on P.
Then |D ∩ U| =  t−13 , and
(i) D ∩ U dominates U, but does not dominate any vertex on P, if t ≡ 0 (mod 3);
(ii) vi ∈ D to dominate ui,1 if t ≡ 1 (mod 3);
(iii) vi is the only vertex on P dominated by D ∩ U if t ≡ 2 (mod 3).
We next show that whether T ∈ Tr or not does not depend on the size of the radii of the triangles of T , but only
on their least residues modulo 3. To be more precise, let ∆1 be any triangle of T and denote its central vertex on P by
vc1 . Let vc0 be the vertex of P of degree 3 immediately to the left of vc1 (if it exists), and ∆0 the triangle with centre vc0 .
Similarly, let vc2 , . . . , vck be all vertices of degree 3 to the right of vc1 , where c2 < · · · < ck, and ∆2, . . . ,∆k the triangles
centred at these vertices. For i = 0, . . . , k, let ℓ(∆i) and r(∆i) denote the leftmost and rightmost vertices of∆i. Say∆i has
radius si.
Form the tree T+t with d-path P+t = v1, . . . , vρ, vρ+1, . . . , vρ+6t by replacing∆1 by a triangle∆+t1 of radius s1+3t , t ≥ 1,
centred at vc1+3t , and by replacing ∆2, . . . ,∆k by triangles ∆
+t
2 , . . . ,∆
+t
k of the same radii centred at vc2+6t , . . . , vck+6t .
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Fig. 5. Trees T and T+1 .
See Fig. 5 for triangles∆ and∆+1 of T and T+1, respectively. Note that
ℓ(∆+t1 ) = ℓ(∆1),
ℓ(∆+ti ) = ℓ(∆i)+ 6t for i = 2, . . . , k,
r(∆+ti ) = r(∆i)+ 6t for i = 1, . . . , k,
r(∆0)− ℓ(∆+t1 ) = r(∆0)− ℓ(∆1), and
r(∆+ti )− ℓ(∆+ti+1) = r(∆i)− ℓ(∆i+1) for i = 1, . . . , k− 1.
Lemma 5.2. If T is a radial shadow tree, then T ∈ Tr if and only if T+t ∈ Tr+3t .
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, T+t is radial if and only if T is radial. Let D, D+t be natural γ -sets of T , T+t respectively. We prove
that |D+t | = |D| + 3t . Since rad T+t = rad T + 3t , the result will follow.
LetU andU+t be the vertices on themedians of∆1 and∆+t1 that do not lie on P or P+t , respectively. Clearly, |D+t∩U+t | =|D ∩ U| + t . To determine |D+t ∩ V (P+t)| − |D ∩ V (P)|, we consider the least residue of s1 (mod 3).
• If s1 ≡ 0 (mod 3), then by Lemma 5.1, neither D+t ∩ U+t nor D ∩ U dominates any vertices on the d-path.
⋆ If ∆0 and ∆2 exist and s0 ≡ s2 ≡ 1 (mod 3), then vc0 , vc2 ∈ D and vc0 , vc2+6t ∈ D+t . If in addition, c0 = c1 − 1 and
c2 = c1 + 1, then vc0 and vc2 both dominate vc1 and so there are 6t − 1 more vertices on P+t between vc0 and vc2+6t
to be dominated than between vc0 and vc2 on P .
Otherwise, there are 6tmore vertices to be dominated. In all cases |D+t∩V (P+t)| = |D∩V (P)|+2t and so |D+t | = |D|+3t .
• If s1 ≡ 1 (mod 3), then by Lemma 5.1, vc1 ∈ D and vc1+3t ∈ D+t .
⋆ Suppose s0 ≡ 1 (mod 3), so vc0 ∈ D. If c0 = c1 − 1, then in T+t , vc0 dominates vc0+1 and vc1+3t dominates vc1+3t−1,
so there are 3t − 2 vertices on P+t from vc0+2 to vc1+3t−2 to be dominated. Similarly, if c0 = c1 − 2, then there are
3t − 1 vertices on P+t between vc0+2 to vc1+3t−2 to be dominated. Otherwise there are 3t more vertices between vc0
and vc1+3t to be dominated than between vc0 and vc1 .
⋆ Suppose s0 ≡ 2 (mod 3). Then vc0 is dominated by a vertex not on P . If c0 = c1 − 1, then there are 3t − 1 vertices on
P+t from vc0+1 to vc1+3t−2 to be dominated. Otherwise there are 3t more vertices to dominate than between vc0 and
vc1 on P .
⋆ If s0 ≡ 0 (mod 3), then in all cases there are 3t more vertices between vc0 and vc1+3t to dominate.
Similarly, there are 3t − 2, 3t − 1 or 3t additional vertices between vc1+3t and vc2+6t to be dominated. No vertex that
dominates a vertex in {vc0 , . . . , vc1+3t−2} also dominates a vertex in {vc1+3t+2, . . . , vc2+6t}. Thus in all cases (including
the cases where∆0 or∆2 does not exist) |D+t ∩ V (P+t)| = |D ∩ V (P)| + 2t; therefore |D+t | = |D| + 3t .
• If s1 ≡ 2 (mod 3), then vc1 and vc1+3t are dominated by vertices not on P or P+t .
⋆ If s0 ≡ 1 (mod 3) and c0 = c1 − 1, then as above there are 3t − 1 vertices on P+t between vc0 and vc1+3t to be
dominated. Similarly, if s2 ≡ 1 (mod 3) and c2 = c1 + 1, then there are 3t − 1 vertices between vc1+3t and vc2+6t to
be dominated.
In all other cases there are 3t additional vertices between vc0 and vc1+3t , and between vc1+3t and vc2+6t , to be dominated
(see Fig. 5). It is easy to see that there is nothing to be gained by using vc1+3t to dominate vc1+3t−1 and vc1+3t+1. Therefore|D+t ∩ V (P+t)| = |D ∩ V (P)| + 2t and |D+t | = |D| + 3t . 
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Lemma 5.2 is used in the following case. Let ∆0 and ∆1 be intersecting triangles of T centred at vc0 and vc1 , where
c0 < c1. Suppose the bough of∆1 intersects∆0, i.e. c1 is a vertex of∆0. This situation is undesirable because it complicates
the counting of those vertices that dominate T , up to the last vertex of ∆0. Now we consider T+t instead of T , where t is
chosen sufficiently large so that the bough of ∆+t1 does not intersect ∆0. Similarly, if ∆1 and ∆2 are intersecting triangles
such that c1 < c2 and the bough of c1 intersects ∆2, we reverse the direction of P and repeat the above process with ∆2
instead of∆0. Hence we may assume henceforth that
each vertex of T of degree 3 lies on exactly one triangle. (5)
For s = 1, . . . , ρ, let Rs denote the subtree of T induced by v1, . . . , vs togetherwith all vertices on themedians of triangles
that end at vertices vi, where i ≤ s (the black vertices in Fig. 4). Further, for any natural γ -set D of T , let Ds consist of all
vertices in D ∩ Rs, together with all vertices w ∈ D ∩ (V (T − Rs)) such that pn(w,D) ∩ {v1, . . . , vs−1} ≠ ∅. In Fig. 4, Ds
consists of the black circled vertices together with u.
Note:
• Ifw ∈ Ds − V (Rs), thenw = ui,1 for some i ≤ s− 1 such that a triangle∆ centred at vi ends at vj, j > s; the radius of∆
is congruent to 2 (mod 3).
• It is possible that ui,1 ∈ D but ui,1 ∉ Ds; for example, ui,1 ∈ V (T − Rs)may have ui,2 as private neighbour but not vi.
• We sometimes refer to a vertex ui,j without knowing whether it exists. If it turns out not to exist, we just ignore the
reference to it.








and s is odd, then vs ∈ Ds.
Proof. The result is obviously true if s = 1, so assume s ≥ 2.
Assume s is odd, say s = 2a − 1. First suppose that |Ds| ≥ s+12 + 1 = a + 1 and vs ∈ D. Then |Ds − {vs}| ≥ a and
vs dominates vs−1, so that us−1,1 ∉ Ds (and hence us−1,2 is not a neighbour of a vertex in Ds). Since |D| = rad T = r ,
|D − (Ds − {vs})| ≤ r − a. Moreover, for each vertex x of Rs, d(x, va) ≤ a − 1; in particular, for each x ∈ N[Ds − {vs}],
d(x, va) ≤ a− 1. Let f be the broadcast defined by
f (u) =
a− 1 if u = va
1 if u ∈ D− (Ds − {vs})
0 otherwise.
Then f is a dominating broadcast of T with cost at most a−1+ r− a = r−1, contrary to the radiality of T . Hence if vs ∈ Ds,
then |Ds| ≤ s+12 .
Now assume that |Ds| ≥ s+12 = a and vs ∉ Ds. Then |Ds − {vs}| = |Ds| ≥ a and {vs−1, vs+1, us,1} ∩ D ≠ ∅. If vs−1 ∈ Ds,
then us−1,1 ∉ Ds and we proceed as above to obtain a contradiction. Hence we may assume that vs−1 ∉ D, so there exists
w ∈ {vs+1, us,1} ∩ D. Since w ∉ Ds, |Ds ∪ {w}| = |Ds| + 1 ≥ a + 1 and |D − Ds − {w}| ≤ r − a − 1. In addition, for each
x ∈ N[Ds ∪ {w}], d(x, va+1) ≤ a. Let f be the broadcast defined by
f (u) =
a if u = va+1
1 if u ∈ D− Ds − {w}
0 otherwise.
Then f is a dominating broadcast of cost at most a + r − a − 1 = r − 1, a contradiction as above. Hence, if vs ∉ Ds, then
|Ds| < s+12 .
If s is even and |Ds| ≥ s2 + 1, then |Ds+1| ≥ |Ds| = (s+1)+12 . But then, as shown above, |Ds+1| = |Ds| = s+22 and vs+1 ∈ Ds,
which in turn implies that |Ds| ≤ |Ds+1| − 1, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose s ∈ {1, . . . , ρ − 2} is odd and |Ds| = s+12 . If a triangle∆ of radius t starts at
(i) vs+1, then |Ds+2t+1| = s+2t+12 and vs+2t+1 ∉ D;
(ii) vs, then t ≢ 1 (mod 3) and |Ds+2t | = s+2t+12 ;
(iii) vs−1, then t ≢ 2 (mod 3), |Ds+2t−1| = s+2t−12 and vs+2t−1 ∉ D.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 5.3, vs ∈ Ds. Let i = s+ t + 1. Then∆ is centred at vi. Since∆ contains 2t + 1 vertices of P , of which
vs+1 is dominated by vs, and vs+2t+1 is possibly dominated by vs+2t+2 ∉ ∆, at least 2t − 1 vertices on the hypotenuse and t
vertices U = {ui,1, . . . , ui,t} on the median of∆ remain to be dominated by vertices of Ds+2t+1. By (5), vi is the only vertex
of∆ of degree 3.
• Suppose t = 3a, a ≥ 1. By Lemma 5.1, |D∩U| = a and D∩U does not dominate vs+t+1. Hence |D∩ {vs+2, . . . , vs+2t}| ≥ 6a−1
3
 = 2a and so |Ds+2t+1| ≥ |Ds| + 3a = s+1+2t2 . If equality holds, then vs+2t+1 ∉ D.• Suppose t = 3a + 1, a ≥ 0. By Lemma 5.1, |D ∩ U| = a and vi ∈ D. So vi dominates vs+t and vs+t+2. To dominate
vs+2, . . . , vs+t−1, vs+t+3, . . . , vs+2t , we need at least
 t−2
3
 +  t−23  = 2  3a−13  = 2a additional vertices of Ds+2t+1.
Also, no subset of 3a+ 1 vertices in Ds+2t+1 that dominates∆ includes vs+2t+1. Hence |Ds+2t+1| ≥ |Ds| + t = s+1+2t2 .
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• Say t = 3a+2, a ≥ 0. By Lemma 5.1, |D∩U| = a+1 and ui,1 dominates vi. To dominate vs+2, . . . , vs+t , vs+t+2, . . . , vs+2t ,
either vi ∈ D, inwhich case vi dominates vs+t and vs+t+2, or vi ∉ D; hence at leastmin
 t−1
3
+  t−13  ,  2t−13  = 2a+1
vertices of ∆ are needed. Again, no set of exactly 3a + 2 vertices that dominates ∆ includes vs+2t+1. Hence |Ds+2t+1| ≥
|Ds| + t = s+1+2t2 .
In each of the above cases, |Ds+2t+1| ≥ s+2t+12 , and so equality holds by Lemma 5.3. But then, as shown in each case,
vs+1+2t ∉ D.
(ii) Now∆ is centred at vi, where i = s+ t . Vertices vs and vs+1 are dominated by vs. The 2t − 3 vertices vs+2, . . . , vs+2t−2
are dominated by Ds+2t − Ds − {vs+2t}, as are the t vertices in U = {ui,1, . . . , ui,t} on the median of ∆. Again we consider
three cases, depending on the least residue of t (mod 3).
• Assume t = 3a, a ≥ 1. As for (i), |D∩U| = a andD∩U does not dominate vs+t+1, hence at least
 6a−3
3
 = 2a−1 additional
vertices ofDs+2t are required to dominate vs+2, . . . , vs+2t−2. If |D∩{vs+2, . . . , vs+2t−2}| = 2a−1, then vs+2t−2 ∉ D, hence
D ∩ {vs+2t−1, vs+2t} ≠ ∅ to dominate vs+2t−1. Therefore |Ds+2t | ≥ s+1+2t2 , so Lemma 5.3 implies equality.• Assume t = 3a + 1, a ≥ 0. As for (i), |D ∩ (U ∪ {vs+t})| = a + 1, and the vertices vs+2, . . . , vs+t−2, vs+t+2, . . . , vs+2t−2
on P remain to be dominated by vertices other than vs+2t . This requires at least
 t−3
3
+  t−33  = 2a vertices other than
vs+2t . But then either |Ds+2t | = s+1+2t2 and vs+2t ∉ Ds+2t , or |Ds+2t | > s+1+2t2 , contradicting Lemma 5.3.• Now let t = 3a + 2, a ≥ 0. Then |D ∩ U| = a + 1, and the vertices vs+2, . . . , vs+t−1, vs+t+1, . . . , vs+2t−2 on P are
dominated by Ds+2t − {vs+2t}, so at least min
 t−2
3
+  t−23  ,  2t−33  = 2a vertices are required. But no set of exactly
3a+1 vertices of∆ includes vs+2t−2, hence D∩{vs+2t−1, vs+2t} ≠ ∅, so that |Ds+2t | ≥ |Ds|+ t = s+1+2t2 . Equality follows
from Lemma 5.3.
(iii) In this case∆ is centred atvi, where i = s+t−1. Verticesvs−1,vs andvs+1 of∆ are dominatedbyvs, andvs+2t−1 is possibly
dominated by vs+2t ∉ ∆. Thus at least the 2t − 3 vertices vs+2, . . . , vs+2t−2 on P and the t vertices in U = {ui,1, . . . , ui,t} on
the median of∆ remain to be dominated by vertices of Ds+2t−1.
• If t = 3a, a ≥ 1, then |D∩U| = a and D∩U does not dominate vs+t−1. Hence at least
 6a−3
3
 = 2a−1 additional vertices
of Ds+2t−1 are required to dominate vs+2, . . . , vs+2t−2, and if exactly 2a − 1 vertices of D dominate these vertices, then
vs+2t−1 ∉ D. Therefore |Ds+2t−1| ≥ s+2t−12 , so Lemma 5.3 implies equality and the result follows.• Say t = 3a+ 1, a ≥ 0. By (5) wemay assume that a ≥ 1. As in the other cases, a+ 1 vertices of Ds+2t−1−Ds are required
to dominate U , and the vertices vs+2, . . . , vs+t−3, vs+t+1, . . . , vs+2t−2 on P remain to be dominated by other vertices of
Ds+2t−1 − Ds. This requires at least
 t−4
3
+  t−23  = 2a− 1 vertices, and if exactly this number of vertices is used, then




+  t−13  ,  2t−33  = 2a+1vertices are required. But then |Ds+2t−1| ≥ |Ds|+t = s+2t+12 ,
contrary to Lemma 5.3. 
The proof of the next lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4 and is omitted.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose s ∈ {2, . . . , ρ − 2} is even, |Ds| = s2 and vs ∉ D. If a triangle∆ of length 2t starts at
(i) vs, then |Ds+2t | = s+2t2 and vs+2t ∉ D;
(ii) vs−1, then t ≢ 1 (mod 3) and |Ds+2t−1| = s+2t2 .
Lemma 5.6. Suppose |Di| = i+12 for some odd integer i. If a sequence σ of intersecting triangles begins at vi or vi+1 and ends at




, and vs ∈ D if and only if s is odd. Moreover, if T is central, then s ≤ 2r − 2.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k, the number of triangles in the sequence. The base case k = 1 is provided by Lemma5.4.
Assume the result to be true if the sequence consists of k−1 triangles and let σ be a sequence that consists of k ≥ 2 triangles.
By Lemma 5.2 we may assume that no triangle is contained in the union of the other triangles. Let∆ be the last triangle
in σ and σ ′ = σ − ∆; note that σ ′ is a sequence of intersecting triangles and thus the induction hypothesis applies to σ ′.






. Since∆ intersects the last triangle of σ ′,∆ contains s′. Therefore the hypotenuse of∆ has length at least
2t , i.e., the median of∆ contains at least t vertices not on P , all of which are dominated by Ds − Ds′ .
Suppose the hypotenuse of∆ has length 2t + 2ε, ε ≥ 0. Let σ ∗ be the sequence obtained by replacing∆with a triangle
∆∗ of radius t ending at vs. Note that ∆∗ begins at vs′ or vs′−1, depending on the parity of s − s′. Applying Lemma 5.4(ii) or





and vs ∈ D∗ if and only if s is odd. If ε = 0, we are done, so assume ε ≥ 1. Now, D∗s also dominates each vertex on the
hypotenuse of ∆. Moreover, if U∗ is the set of vertices on the median of ∆∗ that do not lie on P , then |U| = |U∗| + ε, and




, and equality follows from Lemma 5.3. Since σ
also ends at vs, it also follows that vs ∈ D if and only if s is odd.
It remains to show that s ≤ 2r−2 if T is central. Since T ∈ T is radial, |D| = |D2r+1| = r < 2r+12 , so s ≠ 2r+1. If s = 2r ,
then s ∉ Ds, hence v2r+1 ∈ D. But then |D2r+1| = r + 1, which is not the case. Similarly, if s = 2r − 1, then |Ds| = r , and
{v2r , v2r+1} ∩ D ≠ ∅, again providing a contradiction. Hence s ≤ 2r − 2. 
Assume henceforth that T ∈ Tr is a central, radial shadow tree, i.e., ρ = 2r + 1.
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Lemma 5.7. If v1 ∈ D, then there exists an even integer j ≤ 2r − 2 such that (i) {vj, vj+1} ∩ D = ∅, and (ii) vjvj+1 is free.
Proof. Note that v2 ∉ D, otherwise D− {v1} dominates T , which is impossible. If j = 2 or j = 4 satisfies (i) and (ii), we are
done, so assume otherwise. Then v3 ∈ D or some triangle starts at v1 or v2. Define the sequence σ1 of triangles as follows.
• If a triangle∆1 starts at v1 or v2, let σ1 be the maximal sequence of intersecting triangles containing∆1.
• Suppose no triangle starts at v1 or v2. Then v3 ∈ D and deg v3 = 2. If {v4, v5} ∩D ≠ ∅, then D′ = (D− {v1, v3})∪ {v2} is
a dominating set of T with |D′| < |D|, which is impossible. So {v4, v5} ∩D = ∅. But by assumption j = 4 does not satisfy
(ii) and so some triangle∆1 starts at v3 or v4. Let σ1 be the maximal sequence of intersecting triangles containing∆1.





, s1 ≤ 2r − 2 and vs1 ∈ D if and only if s1 is odd. Therefore, if s1 is even and vs1+1 ∉ D, then vs1vs1+1 is the
desired edge and we are done, so assume this is not the case. Define the sequence σ2 as follows.





. If s1 = 2r − 2, then
D ∩ {v2r , v2r+1} ≠ ∅ to dominate v2r+1, so |D| ≥ |Ds1+1| + 1 ≥ r + 1, a contradiction. Hence s1 + 1 ≤ 2r − 3. By
themaximality of σ1, deg vs1 = deg vs1+1 = 2. Suppose {vs1+2, vs1+3}∩D ≠ ∅. Then D′ = (D−{vs1+1})∪{vs1} is a γ -set




, contradicting Lemma 5.3. Hence, if no triangle starts at vs1+1 or vs1+2, then vs1+2vs1+3
is the desired edge and we are done.
So assume some triangle∆2 starts at vs1+1 or vs1+2 and letσ2 be themaximal sequence of intersecting triangles containing
∆2.
• Suppose s1 is odd. Then vs1 ∈ D and vs1+1 ∉ D by Lemma 5.3. If j = s1 + 1 or j = s1 + 3 satisfies (i) and (ii), we are done,
so assume otherwise. Then vs1+2 ∈ D or some triangle starts at vs1+1.
⋆ If a triangle∆2 starts at vs1+1, let σ2 be the maximal sequence of intersecting triangles containing∆2.
⋆ If no triangle starts at vs1+1, then vs1+2 ∈ D and deg vs1+2 = 2. Suppose {vs1+3, vs1+4} ∩ D ≠ ∅. Then D′ =





, contradicting Lemma 5.3. Therefore j = s1+3 satisfies (i).
This implies that s1 < 2r − 3, otherwise D does not dominate v2r+1. But then s1+ 3 ≤ 2r − 2 and by assumption does
not satisfy (ii), so some triangle ∆2 starts at vs1+2 or vs1+3. Let σ2 be the maximal sequence of intersecting triangles
containing∆2.
In all three cases σ2 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.6. We may now repeat the process and construct successive
disjoint maximal sequences of intersecting triangles until we arrive at the final such sequence σ that ends at vs. Then either
s is even and some j ∈ {s, s+ 2} satisfies (i) and (ii), or s is odd and some j ∈ {s+ 1, s+ 3} satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Corollary 5.8. If T ∈ Tr is a central, radial tree with d-path P = v1, . . . , v2r+1 and D is a γ -set of T such that v1 ∈ D, then
there exists an even integer j ≤ 2r − 2 such that {vj, vj+1} ∩ D = ∅ and vjvj+1 is free.
Proof. By Corollary 3.3(ii), the shadow tree ST ,P of T is in Tr and hence γ (ST ,P) = γ (T ) = r . Moreover, if u ∈ D − V (ST ,P),
then, by Proposition 3.5, there exists a unique u′ ∈ pn(u,D) ∩ V (ST ,P). Let D′′ be the γ -set of ST ,P obtained by replacing
each u ∈ D − V (ST ,P) by this unique u′, and let D′ be the natural γ -set of ST ,P obtained by moving the vertices in D′′ along
each bough nearer to P (perhaps moving a vertex onto P) if necessary. Note that v1 ∈ D′. By Lemma 5.7 there exists an even
integer j ≤ 2r − 2 such that {vj, vj+1} ∩ D′ = ∅, and vjvj+1 is free in ST ,P . Then obviously {vj, vj+1} ∩ D = ∅ and vjvj+1 is
free in T . 
5.2. Proof of Lemma 4.2
We restate the lemma for convenience.
Lemma 4.2. Let T be a nonradial tree with d-path P, and let M be amaximum split-set and X a γ - set such that X∩V (P) contains
as few leaves of the radial components T1, . . . , Tm of T −M as possible.
(i) For each i = 1, . . . ,m, γ (Ti)− 2 ≤ |Xi| ≤ γ (Ti)+ 1.
(ii) If Xi dominates Ti and |Xi| = γb(Ti), then {vi,1, vi,ti} ∩ Xi = ∅.
(iii) If |Xi| < γb(Ti), then |Xi| = γb(Ti)− 1 and Xi dominates neither vi,1 nor vi,ti .
Proof. (i) If |Xi| < γ (Ti), then some vertex of Ti is dominated by a vertex of Ti−1 or Ti+1. Each such vertex dominates at most
one vertex of Ti, and so at most two vertices of Ti are not dominated by Xi. Hence |Xi| ≥ γ (Ti)− 2.
Suppose |Xi| ≥ γ (Ti) + 2 and let Y be a γ -set of Ti that contains no leaf of Ti. Then X ′ = (X − Xi − {vi−1,ti−1 , vi+1,1}) ∪
Y ∪ {vi−1,ti−1−1, vi+1,2} dominates T and either |X ′| < |X |, or X ′ ∩ V (P) contains fewer leaves of the radial components than
X ∩ V (P) does, a contradiction.
(ii) If Xi dominates Ti and |Xi| = γb(Ti), then γ (Ti) = γb(Ti). Suppose vi,1 ∈ X . By Corollary 5.8 there exists an even integer
j ≤ ti − 3 such that e = vi,jvi,j+1 is a free edge of Ti and {vi,j, vi,j+1} ∩ X = ∅.
Let Fi (T ′i , respectively) be the component of Ti− e that contains vi,j (vi,j+1, respectively), and let T ′i−1 be the tree obtained
from Ti−1 and Fi by joining the vertex vi−1,ti−1 of Ti−1 to vi,1; say e
∗ = vi−1,ti−1 , vi,1 and note that e∗ ∈ M . Since j is even, T ′i−1
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and T ′i are central trees. ThereforeM∗ = (M − {e∗}) ∪ {e} is a split-set of T of the same cardinality asM , hence a maximum
split-set of T .
Since {vi,j, vi,j+1} ∩ X = ∅while vi,1 ∈ X , X ∩ V (P) contains fewer leaves of the radial components of T −M∗ than of the
radial components of T −M , contradicting the choice ofM . Hence vi,1 ∉ Xi. By symmetry, vi,ti ∉ Xi.
(iii) Assume |Xi| < γb(Ti). Then |Xi| < γ (Ti), hence Xi does not dominate Ti.
Suppose firstly that Xi dominates vi,ti . Then Xi does not dominate vi,1, so vi−1,ti−1 ∈ X . Also, X ′i = Xi ∪ {vi,1} dominates Ti
and satisfies
|Xi| + 1 = |X ′i | ≥ γ (Ti) ≥ γb(Ti) ≥ |Xi| + 1.
Hence |X ′i | = γb(Ti) = γ (Ti) and we may apply Corollary 5.8 to Ti and X ′i to obtain an integer j with the stated properties.
We now proceed as in the second paragraph of the proof of (ii) (using X , not X ′i ) to obtain a maximum split-setM∗ of T such
that X ∩ V (P) contains fewer leaves (neither vi,j nor vi,j+1) of the components of T −M∗ than of the components of T −M ,
where vi−1,ti−1 ∈ X . This is again contrary to the choice ofM . Therefore Xi does not dominate vi,ti ; by symmetry Xi also does
not dominate vi,1.
Now suppose |Xi| ≤ γb(Ti)−2. By (i), γb(Ti)−2 ≥ |Xi| ≥ γ (Ti)−2 ≥ γb(Ti)−2, hence γ (Ti) = γb(Ti) and |Xi| = γb(Ti)−2.
But now X ′′i = Xi ∪ {vi,1, vi,ti} dominates Ti and satisfies |X ′′i | = γb(Ti) = γ (Ti) and vi,1 ∈ X ′′i . Another application of
Corollary 5.8 gives a contradiction as before. 
6. Future research
We close by mentioning a few open problems.
Problem 1. Characterize radial trees T with γb(T ) = γ (T ).
Some progress on this characterization has been made in [13], where a class of trees that contains the caterpillars is
considered, but a characterization of the entire class is still very much out of our reach.
Problem 2 ([11]). Use the characterization of radial trees to find classes of radial graphs.
Denote the Cartesian product of the graphs G and H by GH . For m, n ≥ 2, the graphs Pm  Pn are radial [4]. Since
rad P6 = 3, it follows that γb(P6  P6) = rad P6  P6 = 2 rad P6 = 6. However, P6 is not radial, because γb(P6) = γ (P6) = 2.
So we see that γb(GH) > γb(G) + γb(H) for some graphs. But, as mentioned by Herscovici [12], if G and H are radial,
then γb(GH) ≤ rad GH = rad G + rad H = γb(G) + γb(H). This inequality can be strict, because, for example,
γb(C4  K2) = 2 = γb(C4) < γb(C4)+ γb(K2).
Problem 3. Investigate graphs G and H such that
(i) γb(GH) = γb(G)+ γb(H)
(ii) γb(GH) < γb(G)+ γb(H)
(iii) γb(GH) > γb(G)+ γb(H).




for any tree T of order nwas obtained in [11].









, or find classes of such graphs.
A radial graph G is uniquely radial if its only γb-broadcasts are broadcasts f such that f (v) = rad G for some v ∈ Cen G,
and f (u) = 0 for all u ≠ v.
Problem 5 ([5]). Characterize uniquely radial trees.
As shown in [4], every graph has an efficient γb-broadcast f . This means that if one broadcast vertex v is deleted, then
neither v nor any vertex that hears a broadcast from v can be reached from V+f −{v}. How robust can γb-broadcasts be? Or,
by how much do we need to increase the costs of broadcasts to make them robust?
Problem 6. (i) Given a constant c < 1, find graphs that have a γb-broadcast f so that for any v ∈ V+f , at least c|V (G)|
vertices hear the broadcast from V+f − {v}.
(ii) Or, for a given class G of graphs, find the largest constant c < 1 (if it exists) such that each graph in G has a γb-broadcast
f with the property that for each v ∈ V+f , at least c|V (G)| vertices hear the broadcast from V+f − {v}.
(iii) For a given constant c < 1, find the minimum cost of a (dominating?) broadcast f such that for every v ∈ V+f , at least
c|V (G)| vertices hear the broadcast from V+f − {v}.
(iv) For given constants c1, c2 < 1, find the minimum cost of a (dominating?) broadcast f such that every U ⊆ V+f with
|U| ≥ c1|V+f |, at least c2|V (G)| vertices hear the broadcast from U .
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